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The SKAPYA story
– the jacket that turns into a rucksack
“As a herd of elephants snorkelled across the swollen river
in front of me, I pressed the shutter release and got my shot,”
says Duncan MacRae, founder of travel jacket brand SKAPYA.
“I was elated, but drenched and sweltering under my army
poncho, which I’d used to protect myself from the typhoon that
was raging all around me in Borneo. I realised there had to be
something better.” That was the start of the SKAPYA story...
which has been 20 years in the making.

A

fter graduating in Geography and a brief stint at
the BBC Natural History Unit in Bristol, Duncan
MacRae worked in coastal management in
Madagascar, Southern Thailand, Vietnam, Indonesia and the
Middle East. He is also a Fellow of the Royal Geographical
Society and a member of the IUCN World Commission on
Protected Areas. After the typhoon in Borneo, he continually
found himself on a search for effective, versatile kit that could
last the distance.

in the Lake District, who liked the project and worked with
Duncan to improve and refine the concept. Together they
made the ultimately practical poncho and then, after requests
from friends and family, a jacket version.
The criteria for the jacket have always been simple – it has
to work in all environments, be durable and look good. In
challenging situations, it’s important the waterproof doesn’t
get saturated and become heavy to wear. You don’t want

Enlightenment
“One day, I was walking my dog along a wild Cornish beach
as the tide was coming in,” explains Duncan. “It was a mild
February day and the sun came out, so I took my jacket off. It
was made from a bulky, heavy fabric and I had nowhere to put
it, so I tied it around my waist. The stuff in the pockets started
bouncing off my legs, the bottom of the jacket dragged in
the water and I felt uncomfortable. The jacket packed into
itself, but then just became a lump I could do nothing with. I
then remembered back to the days of the K-Way cagoule in
the late 70s, early 80s. These had an elasticated belt for tying
them around your waist and a funky figure-of-eight clip. They
weren’t perfect though as whatever you had in your pocket
had to come out of the jacket before you stashed it – so,
again, you just had a lump tied around your waist. I was sure
I could do better.”
With no experience in clothing manufacture, Duncan
set out to make the most useful, practical and long-lasting
waterproof you could own. He wanted one that teamed the
functionality of a great outdoor waterproof with a small pack
from which you could still access your belongings – one that
changed with the conditions and could take you anywhere.
Duncan took an old poncho with a pocket on the front,
some really old rucksack straps and an extra bit of fabric –
and started experimenting. The “Frankinbag” emerged! It
was a poncho that converted into a day rucksack, from which
you could still access your belongings. His friends and family
were so impressed they encouraged him to develop it further.
Duncan got in touch with Fiona Butcher at Mountain Method
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One of my best bits
of kit... a near perfect
travel raincoat.
Simon Reeve, Travel journalist

Arctic Live presenter Simon Reeve filmed wearing a Skapya jacket
at sea for the series
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leaks and you need to be able to move. It has to be able to
take a beating, whether being dragged around a beach or
festival, or being bounced around in the back of a pickup in
the Congo. And everyone wants to look good, so not stick
out like a sore thumb or look like you are about to hang off
an alpine cliff face.
The brand name emerged after a little research. Skapya
means ‘escape’ in Cornish, reflecting where the idea for
the jackets first arose, that point in time on the beach when
15 years of searching for the right jacket and the need to
adapt to changing environments culminated in the allimportant eureka moment.

Into reality
Quality fabric is the most essential aspect of a waterproof
jacket. Duncan toured outdoor shops and trade shows
looking at the fabrics other brands used, but found them
almost always too lightweight and/or in unappealing colours.
So, he then went directly to eVent, the makers of one of the
most breathable fabrics in the world. After looking through
sheets and sheets of fabrics, the one that stuck out was eVent
Protective – not the lightest, but a very hard-wearing fabric.
It’s made up of three layers: an outer, face fabric, which is
water-resistant and protective; the membrane, which is a
thin, white waterproof and breathable film; and the backer
fabric, which feels comfortable against the skin.
With the fabric decided upon, the jacket needed to be
assembled using the best components available. Zips are the
only mechanical part of a jacket, so these have to be fail-safe
– YKK zips are the industry standard. SKAPYA Pioneer jackets
use YKK Vislon Aquaguard zips, which are chunky and waterresistant. The plastic poppers are tested to 10,000 pops, and
the pulls and clips are made by industry leaders with minimal
metal components to avoid rusting.
The first jacket to be designed was based on a generic
mountain jacket. It was too short, too tight under the
arms and lacked some of the more comfortable features.
Duncan understood that his jacket needed to stand alone,
away from the fashion outdoor jackets and ultra-specialist
mountaineering jackets. Design modification ideas were
gathered from early customers, friends and testers. Concepts
were designed and redesigned until the jacket fulfilled
expectations. Fiona and the team at Mountain Method did
a sterling job of making 80 products, which got excellent
reviews and repeat custom.

James Fulcher, former GTC Vice Chair, putting one of the
first-generation jackets to the test
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The SKAPYA is the best outdoor
jacket I had owned... until it was
nicked in Mongolia!
Jonathan Young, Documentary maker

Top: The science behind eVent Protective fabric
Bottom: GTC member Jonathan Young was loving his Skapya
jacket – until it was stolen!
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I’ve just used my jacket
skiing in Bulgaria... and
the pocket function is
really useful in airports.
James Fulcher, GTC member

The SKAPYA Pioneer II jacket – as
a jacket and transformed easily
into a rucksack

The users
Travel journalist Simon
Reeve was one of the first
people to get hold of one of the original
jackets, and he declared it: “A near perfect travel raincoat.”
A handful were sold to members of mountain rescue teams
and the marines, and Ash Dykes, the modern-day explorer,
used his jacket during his world record-breaking attempt to
cross Mongolia on foot.
Then the GTC’s Jonathan Young got in touch, having seen
Simon Reeve’s jacket, and managed to bag himself one of
the last remaining products. At this point the jacket and the
pocket design won a national product competition at the
Design Council, which gave the fledgling business a kickstart. Duncan spoke at length with camera operators and
found out what they needed from a jacket – big pockets,
travels well, waterproof, big hood – not too big so it flaps
about, but big enough to fit earphones under.

Improvements to the design
Fiona and the team at Mountain Method once again guided
Duncan through the technical aspects of jacket manufacture,
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tempering his enthusiasm with practical waterproofing
considerations.
In its second incarnation, the jacket has increased room
around the shoulders and body to enable additional layers
to be worn underneath without impairing mobility,
whilst being combined with a waist adjustment so the
fabric doesn’t flap about. Longer arms end in snipers’
cuffs that offer some protection to the back of your
hand, meaning you can move around and the sleeves
don’t pull back up your arms. The SKAPYA Pioneer
II jacket is cut longer, with a slight beaver tail to go
over the top of your trousers to prevent draughts or
a wet waist. The internal, large, poacher’s pocket
that converts into a shoulder bag design means that
if you get uncomfortable or too hot, you can quickly
take your jacket off, stash it by converting it into the
bag, keep your hands free to film and retain access
to all those items in your pocket. It’s also particularly
useful when going through airports, or in and out
of buildings, as you can keep your belongings close
and secure.
The handful of Pioneer II jackets that were produced
sold out quickly and Duncan is now investigating viable
options for fabrics that reduce environmental impact.
For the moment, the jackets are in fabrics made in
France, which pass current environmental tests
and stringent regulations. And, of course, they
continue to meet the initial criteria: to work, last
and look good.
“Each jacket is like a work of art, handmade in
Cumbria with its own personality. I’ve explored every avenue
to make these the best jackets on the market – the only thing
I can’t do much about is if your jacket gets lost or nicked!”
says Duncan.

Fact File
A limited number of SKAPYA
Pioneer II Jackets will be
made in October/November
and GTC members will
be able to benefit from a 30% discount
while stocks last. Email Duncan direct for details:
duncan@skapya.com
See more at: www.skapya.com
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